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Occultations by distant objects of the Kuiper Belt can be done with two strategies
• To observe the occultations by known large objects which shadow path on Earth is predicted by astrometry • To search for serendipitous occultations by smaller objects.
We have developped dedicated instrumentation for each strategy :
• a set of performant portable cameras for multi-sites observations of predicted occultations .
• multi-fibre instruments associated with rapid camera to perform fast accurate photometry on several targets in large field for serendipitous occultations. We have upgraded a 29 fibres spectrograph, Mefos, by replacing the spectrograph by a fast camera: Miosotys is mounted on the 1.93m telescope of the Observatoire de Haute Provence. The second step is to build UltraPhot, a very performant instrument for multi-object fast photometry on the VLT, with between 60 and 150 fibres and a read-out frequency of 100 Hz in 3 colors. Scientific subjects of Miosotys and UltraPhot are numerous, serendipitous stellar occultations, but also young stellar objects, white dwarfs, exoplanet transits…
Introduction
We propose to explore the largely unknown outer Solar System, and more precisely the trans-Neptunian objects (or Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt Objects, EKBO's) using the stellar occultation method. These objects are the most primitive in the Solar System, and they can help us understanding planetary formation processes.
One aspect of the project is the study of known EKBO's with predicted occultations. This would allow us to (a) monitor Pluto's and Triton's atmospheric seasonal variations over years, (b) measure sizes of several EKBO's at kilometric accuracy, and pin down density determinations, (c) discover other EKBO's with atmosphere. For this, we have built a set of fast cameras for multi-sites observations during occultation campaigns, and duplicate these cameras at low cost, to have them distributed in various institutes worldwide. We also require a 2kx2k CCD camera for astrometric purposes, in order to improve our capability in predicting those events.
Another aspect of the project is the detection of serendipitous EKBO occultations, revealing 0.1 to 1km-sized objects during unpredicted events. This would allow us to (a) reconstruct the EKB (and possibly Oort cloud) structure from statistical studies of those occultations and (b) give the size distribution of those small bodies, an important parameter for constraining formation scenarii. For this, we want to develop fibre instruments on large telescopes, for simultaneous fast photometry of hundreds of stars.
Beyond Neptune, an invisibile world
Since the early 1990's [9] , hundreds of new objects have been discovered beyond Neptune's orbit. Hypothesized in the 40's and 50's by K. Edgeworth and G. Kuiper, these Trans-Neptunian Objects (TNO's), or « Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt Objects », (EKBO's) are thought to be the remnants of the outermost population of bodies formed during the early solar system formation. Further perturbations by the giant planets have sculpted this population into various dynamical populations (classical disk, resonant « plutinos », scattered disk), see figure 1and [10; 11 ;4, 24] .
One of the difficulties for studying those objects lies in their distances, more than ~30 Astronomical Units (AU). With diameter of 2500 km at most, those objects subtend angles smaller than ~0.1 arcsec on the sky, and usually much less, i.e. extremely small angular sizes when it comes to take any resolved images of their surfaces. Also, many of those objects are very faint (for instance, 10-km EKBO's have a magnitude of ~30), requiring the largest telescopes (diameters > 8m) which have high schedule pressure. Among various observational and theoretical tools designed to explore this remote region of the solar system are spectro-photometry studies to constrain surface composition, direct imaging with Adaptive Optics (AO) or space instruments (the Hubble Space Telescope or the Spitzer IR telescope), photometric light curves to derive rotational periods plus shapes, and theoretical dynamical studies aimed at evaluating the effects of the giant planets on the present EKB. Moreover, the NASA New Horizons Pluto Kuiper Belt mission will arrive at Pluto in July 2015, with a possible extended mission to another EKBO for a later date, but will focus its study on only two members of this very large population.
The stellar occultation method. Due to their motion on the sky, solar system objects may come in front of a star and occult it. Depending on size, this occultation may last from a small fraction of second to several hours. [21] , and detect of the first serendipitous EKBO occultation [15] .
We apply the stellar occultation method to both ends of the EKBO size spectrum. On one hand, we propose to observe stellar occultations by known EKBO's, for which ephemerides are available, so that stellar occultations are predictable. This involves bodies with diameters larger than ~100-200 km. On the other hand, we would like to detect very small EKBO's through serendipitous occultations, reaching subkilometric size objects.
Predictable occultations method are particularly efficient in providing sizes and shape at kilometric accuracy (figure 2). They can also reveal tenuous atmospheres around EKBO's, at levels of 20 nbars or less. We want in particular to monitor Pluto's and Triton's varying atmospheres and discover atmospheres around other EKBO's. Accuracy and sensitivity of this method are out of reach of any other methods (except of course space missions). Serendipitous occultations, on the other hand, have no other competing methods, as the magnitudes of the corresponding objects, R~35 or fainter, is unreachable through classical ground-based imaging. Such occultations reveals the vertical and radial distribution of the EKBO's as far as 50 AU and beyond. Also, it provides information on size distribution down to 100 m in size, a key parameter for better understanding formation processes in this remote region of the solar system (figure 8).
Two objectives
They both concern the EKBO's, but at the two extremities of their size distribution (see figure 3 ). The first objective is to observe stellar occultations by the largest EKBO's. This includes Eris, Pluto, Quaoar, etc…, and also Neptune's main satellite, Triton. The latter is probably a captured body, which is akin to Pluto both in size and atmospheric composition. Scientific goals pursued are :
(a) Get sizes and shapes at kilometric accuracy, as we already did for Charon and Titania. Current published sizes are based on visual magnitudes combined with IR thermal emession, and have accuracies of ~5-20 % (i.e. several tens of km), a value that we could pin down dramatically. For those bodies with satellites, constraints on masses are available from orbital motion. Thus, accurate sizes translate into accurate densities, an important parameter to assess internal structure models (like ice/rock ratio).
(b) Discover and/or monitor atmospheres around the largest EKBO's. For instance, Pluto's atmosphere has suffered a dramatic surge of pressure by factor of two between 1988 and 2002 ( [20] and figure 7). Overall, two orders of magnitude differences in pressure are expected between Pluto's perihelion and aphelion, revealing a complex interplay between ices sublimation, changing solar insolation as the object revolves around the Sun, and albedo variations.
(c) Scan the surroundings of these objects, in search of satellites. Probability are small, but such detections come « for free » when a campaign is organized for a given occultation. Again, kilometric accuracies would be guaranteed. This project, however, has its own challenges. One of them is being able to predict occultations by large EKBO's, knowing that their typical angular diameter on the sky is 30-100 milli-arcsec (mas), and their distance is 30-50 AU's. At such distances, 1 arcsec subtends ~20,000-30,000 km. So, an error of 0.1-0.3 arcsec in the body ephemeris (typical of EKBO's) is enough to displace the occultation shadow track by thousands of km. This is a large uncertainty when it comes to plan observations months in advance of both large, fixed, and small, portable telescopes.
The second objective is to detect serendipitous occultations by small (i.e. sub-km in size) EKBO's, by monitoring at high rate (typically 40-100 data point/sec) hundreds of stars simultaneously for several hours. Scientific goals are now : , estimate the population in the « hot » population, etc… By the same token, changing the orientation of the FOV with respect to Earth motion may be a powerful way to test the reality of the detected bodies, i.e. their actual belonging to the EKB. Note that because diffracting patterns are distance-dependent, serendipitous occultations allow us to estimate the distance of the detected EKBO's ( figure 8 and [16] ). A challenging by-product of our method would even be the first detection ever of a ~3 km Oort cloud object at 10,000 AU, a feasible observation using serendipitous occultations.
This information is critical for better understanding the planet formation stage. In particular, the primordial structure of the proto-planetary disk just outside the giant planet region has been deeply modified by planetary migrations, resonance trapping and collisions. A better knowledge of the Kuiper Belt will allow comparisons with circumstellar material around other stars, and provides some clues on the comet belt observed around the β-Pictoris system, and rings or disk-like features akin to Kuiper belts around other young stars.
The main challenges of serendipitous occultations by small EKBO's are the high rate of acquisition (typically 40-100 data points/sec) and large FOV's to follow hundrerds of stars at the same time. This precludes large 2-D arrays, which end up in untractable storage problems and mass analysis. The available fast cameras that we used (e.g. Ultracam) rapidly reached their limits due to small FOV, and therefore, too small numbers of occultation detections for proper statistical analysis. Fibre instruments give simultaneous aperture photometry of hundreds stars, recorded as fast as 100 Hz. Those instruments allow long-term dedicated surveys.
Predicted occultations
In order to maximize our success rate when observing stellar occultations by known EKBO's, we have to pin down the astrometric accuracy on both the star and the occulting body down to 20-30 mas. figure 4) . By the same token, offsets with respect to ephemeris for those bodies are evaluated, and projected into the future. This is crucial, as ephemeris errors of, say, 100 mas result in displacements of thousands of km on the ground. Our following step is to organize campaigns to observe the events for various sites, using both large (e.g. VLT) and small (1-m telescopes, or even amateur instruments down to 0.3m). figure 5 shows examples of such campaigns involving Pluto in 2008.
On 2010, February 19, Varuna occulted 2UCAC star 41014042, as seen from regions in southern Africa and north-eastern Brazil. Among the observations, three were negative, and two positive, one from Camalau (visual), and one from São Luis (CCD). This makes Varuna the most remote solar system object observed to date through a stellar occultation, with a geocentric distance of 6.4 billions km. The São Luis occultation has a duration of 52.5 +/-0.5 sec, corresponding to a chord length of 1003 +/-9 km projected in the plane of the sky. Combining the positive and negative observations, we may already conclude that Varuna is either spherical and much bigger that expected (i.e. with a diameter of about 1000-1100 km), or, more probably, highly elongated. Furthermore, no atmospheric signature is apparent in the light curve [23] .
As an example of potential scientifc return on EKBO's, we consider a Pluto occultation light curve obtained in 2002 (see figure 6 ). The observed flux variations are due to differential refraction of stellar rays in tenuous Pluto's nitrogen (N 2 ) atmosphere. The start of occultation corresponds to typical pressure levels of <~0.1 µbar, while the bottom -at mid-event -correspond to pressures of ~10 µbar. Beyond a smooth variation, there are fast signal fluctuations, or « spikes », caused by local density inhomogeneities. figure 7 also shows the pressure profile derived from this light curve. It is extracted through an Abel inversion method, where an « onion layer » iterative procedure uses geometric optics refraction equations, plus ideal gas and hydrostatic equations to provide T(r), the temperature as a function of distance to planet's center.
An interesting feature of T(r) is the roughly isothermal structure at high altitude, followed by a sudden cooling as the surface is approached. This strong inversion layer is due to conduction, as the cold surface is at ~40 K, due to solar insolation, while higher levels are heated up to ~100 K by IR absorption by methane (CH 4 ), a minor species in Pluto's atmosphere (see e.g. [24] ). Also shown is the profile of temperature gradient, dT/dr as a function of r. Note the local fluctuations causing the spikes in the light curve. They reveal a dynamical activity, either due to shear instabilities caused by strong winds, or internal gravity waves associated with orographic activity.
A remarkable result obtained during that observation is that pressure increased by a factor of two between 1988 and 2002, see figure 7 . This is paradoxical as Pluto has been receding from Sun, thus cooling, and the N 2 atmosphere is thought to be at vaporpressure equilibrium with the cold (~40 K) N 2 ice at the surface. The vapor-pressure is so sensitive to temperature, that a temperature decrease of 0.6 K, expected from Pluto's recession between 1988 and 2002, should result in a pressure decrease by a factor of 1.4, while an increase by a factor of ~2 is actually observed.
This means that more complex scenarii are at work, where seasonal effects associated with the recent passage through equinox may lead to redistribution of ices on Pluto's surface. For instance, the recently sunlit southern cap could now sublimate its nitrogen ice, thus feeding the atmosphere with more N 2 in spite of the decreasing solar energy available. A time lag is now necessary for this nitrogen This is why it is now important to monitor Pluto's atmospheric activity to discriminate between various models. It is also important to follow up that activity as the NASA New Horizons Pluto Kuiper Belt mission approaches the planet, with a fly-by expected in July 2015. A troposphere would imply a « small » radius (e.g. 1140 km) for Pluto, and therefore a « large » pressure (e.g. 40 μbar) at the surface. An absence of troposphere would in contrast favor « large » radii (say ~1175 km), and surface pressure around 10 μbar. Also, given the variability of Pluto's atmosphere, these data will provide a reference point for the CH 4 measurements during the New Horizons flyby in 2015.
Serendipitous occultations
Very small objects of the Kuiper Belt are invisible but can be detectd by serendipitous occultations (figure 8. We did theoretical analysis [12;13] , and made observations with a multi-photometer instrument at the Pic du Midi « Bernard Lyot » 2m telescope [14] , and with Ultracam at the 4.2m WHT (La Palma) and 8.2m VLT (Paranal). Some occultation events have been detected with Ultracam [15] , in RXTE observations [8] and in HST archival data [17] The multi-fibres photometry concept . The association of fast photometry with a multi-fibres instrument and a large telescope provides a unique possibility to perform fast accurate photometry on several targets in large fields. An australian team [3] used the fibres spectrograph 6df in « straight thru » mode on the UKST (Siding Spring). However, the small aperture of the 6df fibres on the sky induces noise difficult to discriminate from real occultation events because there is no spatial, nor spectral information . Our team has a plan in two steps :The first step is to upgrade a 29 fibres spectrograph formely at the ESO 3.6-m telescope, by replacing the spectrograph by a fast camera. The instrument, Miosotys is mounted on the 1.93m telescope of the Observatoire de Haute Provence [18] . The second step is to build a dedicated instrument, UltraPhot, for the UT2 « Kueyen » Very Large Telescope at ESO. UltraPhot will provide, at short term (~2 years) a very performant instrument for multi-object fast photometry in the southern hemisphere. UltraPhot would use the fibre positioning system of the UT2, and would have access to the entire field of the Nasmyth focus (25 arcmin diameter). The number of fibres of UltraPhot will be between 60 and 150 for a read-out frequency of 100 Hz in 3 colors. The expected S/N ratio could be at least ~10 3 /√f, where f is the read-out frequency for a magnitude 13 star.
Conclusions
Stellar occultations is a very powerful method for exploring the invisibile outer solar system. The larger bodies are studied with predicted occultations and the population of smaller bodies are explored with serendipitous occultations. The scientific results are numerousous:
• monitor Pluto's and Triton's atmospheric changes, and refine under-constrained models of seasonal evolution for those bodies. This in turns yields information on frost distribution and albedo features, allowing more accurate predictions for future pressure changes and refine our general understanding of surface/atmosphere equilibrium for other similar bodies ; • measure sizes of other EKBO's at kilometric accuracy. Combined with masses given by satellite motions, this yields accurate density values, from which we constrain ice/rock ratio and therefore, physical conditions prevailing during the formation of EKBO's.
• discover one or several EKBO's with sublimating surfaces, and compare them with Pluto's and Triton's atmospheres. Constrain ice surface composition and sublimation models.
• get EKBO's serendipitous occultations on a survey basis, to reconstruct the EKB, until the Oort cloud. Derive radial and vertical structure from statistical studies of those occultations.
• obtain the size distribution of 1km-sized or smaller EKBO's, from which important constraints on collisional history and formation scenarii for the outer Solar System can be obtained.
Two types of fast photometry instruments are used depending on the approach: (a) set of portable accurate cameras with reliable time reference for multi-sites observations of predicted occultation, (b) fibres instruments with rapid cameras on large field, with some spatial definition and/or spectral information, necessary to filter noise in the ligthcurves. Such instrument s have several scientific returns in others domains than solar system study, as exoplanets transits, X binaries, young stellar objects, etc…. 
